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Introduction

This paper presents a three-tiered approach to text
processing in which a novel and quite powerful
knowledge'based form of information retrieval plays a
cen[ral rolõ--. We are actively using this 
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our eforts for the NOSC-sponsored ?/rird Meæøge tIn-
ilerctonìl,íng Conference (MUC-3) [?]. Research groups
pa,rticipating in the MUC-3 conference must evaluate
the performance of their text processing systems on a
black-box, template (database record) generation task.
To perform this task, a text processing system must ex-
tract information about diferent types ofterrorist acts
from newspaper articles and radio broadcasts. Relevant
data about terrorist acts including when and where they
occurred, who perpetrated them, what wea.pons were
used, who or what were the targets, and so forth, con-
stitute the content oftemplates used to represent them
in a database. The knowledge-based form of informa-
tion retrieval which plays a key role in our three-tiered
approach allows us to defi.ne an interesting level of text
analysis that falls somewhere between what is possible
with standard IR techniques and deep linguistic analy-
sis.

Ou¡ three-tiered approach to text processing can be
defined in terms of three processing components: a key-
word analysis system that is used to predict the occur-
rence ofterrorist act descriptions; the knowledge-based
information retrieval system KBIRD which is used to
instantiate templates for the terrorist act descriptions
detected by the keyword analysis system; and a natural
language processing system called PUNDIT [?], which
KBIRD provides with key segments of text on which to
perform a detailed linguistic analysis in o¡der to extract
information about grammatical and thematic roles. In
the next three sections of this papet, these three com-
ponents are described in more detail.

Keyword Analysis
The keyword analysis component of the Unisys MUC-
3 system predicts when various types of terrorist acts
(bombings, murders, kidnappings, and so forth) have
been referred to in a text. The probability ofan'act of
a given type having occurred is determined by a search
for words, word stems, and pairs of words and word
stems, that are associated with types of acts.l The
probability of a such a word (or word stem, or rñ¡otd or
word stem pair) occurring in a message for which an act
of a given type is associated is determined as follows:

1. The fiequency ofpresence for a given wo¡dW (or word
stem . . . ) in messages for which a te¡rorist act of a
given type ? occurs is computed (f(W,fÐ, as is the
presênce of the word in any message at all in the com-
plete message corpus (f(fi C)).

2. The probability of the word appearing in messages for
which a terrorist act of a given type occurs (ffi)
and the probability of the word occurring in any mes-
sage at att (JIffi) are calculated, and these two val-
ues aÌe used to determine the conditional probability of
the word (or word stem ...) predicting the given type
of terrorist act.

3. Only words with relatively high probabilities of predict-
ing a given type of terrorist act âre searched for in
a text, and words that don't occur frequently enough
in the text corpus based on some empirically-derived
threshold are not used.

Stated more concisely:

'This work was partially supported by DARPA Con-
üract XXX. Submiüted to the AAAI-91 Workshop on Natu-
ral La^nguage Text Retrieval.
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where P(W,T) is the probability of a word W (or word
stem . .. ) predicting a terrorist act of type ?.

lThe k"y*'o"d anelysis sysüem uses a rule-driven word-
gtemrner based on one developed by Chris Paice (La,nd-
caster, UK) [?].



A drawback of the keyword analysis component in
its current state is that it is unable to predici multiple
terrorist acts of the same type within a single text.z
A way to eliminate this drawback is now being worked
on.

KBIR"D
Once a set of terrorist acts have been predicted, the task
of generating templates describing those acús falls to
the knowledge-based information ¡etrieval component
we have built called KBIRD.

KBIRD is a rule-based system for concept-spotting
in free text. KBIRD rules are forward-chaining horn
clauses whose antecedents are constituents discóvered
and recorded in a chart data structure and whose con-

lequents a,re newly inferred constituents----concepts (or
facts)-to be added to the chart. The antecedents aid
consequents of KBIRD rules can include arbitrary Pro-
log goals just as in Definite Clause Grammarc.

It is tempting to think of a set of KBIRD rules as
implementing a kind of bottom up chart parser, but
their are several interesting differences. One distinctive
feature of KBIRD rules is that the concepts they infer
are associated with a specific region of text, a region
which is the maximal cumulative span of the regions of
text associated with each expression in a given rulets
antecedent. Moreover, these regions can be explicitly
reasoned about by subsequent KBIRD rules.

In typical natural language parsers, there is an im-
plicit constraint that adjacent constituents in a rule
must be realized by contiguous strings of text in the
input. KBIRD allows one to write rules which specify
other constraints on the relative positions ofthe strings
which ¡ealize ¡ule constituents. The antecedent of a
KBIRD rule may consist of several facts (words or con-
cepts) that are the arguments ofoperatori ofthe follow-
ing sort. New operatots are easy to define in KBIRD.
The ones provided are just a sampling.

Antecedent
Format

Operator Description

A- B
A,B
4.. B
4... B
4..+ B

á is contiguous with Il.
,a. is ñTñãìame message as .B.
A is in the same sentence as Il
,4 is in the same paragraph as .B.
á is in the same region as .B

1,'ttr{IIRDBR*, ==9 potential_ru¡¡der_svent.

2 ,,¡,RllÌi,' .,0F,, - "[tTI0lùÀL,, - "LIBERÄÎION,':g f, eaa6aist-organizat ion.

3 ilRICÄA,Do,' -,'¡IFRBDo,' -,'clsTBLf,ÅR,'
=:=+ govertunðnt+€rgon.

4. torrorist-¡vent(E) .. potential_victirn(tr¡)
+ victim(E,V) .

5. bombing-event + terrorist_¡vent(bonbilg).

6. P€aaant ==+ potsntial-victim.

7. govorn¡nent+s¡s¡¡¡ g potential_victi-n.

Figure L: Examples of KBIRD rules

example, that no occurence of a certain constituent be
found in a given region.

Some examples of KBIRD rules are shown in Fig-
ure ??. The first rule states that if the word-
stem !'MIIRDEB,T* has been found in the text, then a
fact should be added to the factbase stating that a
potential-nurder-event has been found. The sec-
ond and third rules illustrate KBIRD's ability to recog-
nize phrases. The second rule asserts that if the string
|'ÀRMY 0F ¡IATIOIÂL LIBERATI0I" is discovered, afact
should be added to the factbase stating that a terror-
ist organization exists in the text at the same loca.
tion as the string. Similarl¡ the third rule asserts that
if the string "RIC¡,BDO ILFA,EDO CASTELLÀR', is discov-
ered, then a fact should be added to the factbase that a
goverxnent+êrson has been detected at the same lo-
cation in the text as the string-a diferent occurlence
of a government+erso¡¡ may occut at some other lo-
cation in the text. The remaining four rules contain
examples of operations on concepts derived from the
text. The fourth rule, for example, asserts that if a
tenorist event .E is found in the same sentence as a
potential victim I/, then a fact should be added to the
factbase indicating that I/ is the actual victim of .8.

PUNDIT
The PUNDIT natural language processing system that
has been under development at Unisys for the last five
years is capable of performing a detailed linguistic anal-
ysis of an input text. Unlike KBIRD, PUNDIT ab-
stracts away from the octual strings used to convey in-
formation in a text at the very beginning of its analysis
process by determining which syntactic properties and
domain concepts the lexical items in the text correspond
to. These syntactic properties and domain concepts are
then processed without much attention being paid to
their physical location in the text. In KBIRD, on the

KBIRD has many additional features which are in-
herited from the Pfc [?] rule language which provides
the implementation substrate. For example, it is pos-
sible to write non-monotonic rules which specif¡ for

2This d¡awback leads to a high number of false negative
predicüions.
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other hand, everything that is manipulated, even con-
cepts that have been asserted, are explicitly associated
with regions of text.

A key capability that the deeper linguistic process-
ing of PUNDIT can provide is the determination of the
grammatical and thematic roles of expressions in a text.
Thus, it can determine that in the following sentence
Castella,r is the subject of the copular verb in the ma-
trix clause, and that Castellæ should inherit properties
asserted of the predicate nominal argument. It can a.lso
recognize the passive voice of the relative/subordinate
clause headed by that and thus that it is Castellar that
has been murdered (as the second mayor) in Columbia.

Castellæ is the second mayot that has been mu¡-
de¡ed in Colombia ín the last 3 days.

It would be possible to build a KBIRD rulebase that
performs the sort of detailed linguistic analysis now be-
ing performed by PUNDIT. Merging KBIRD and PUN-
DIT in this way would minimize the complications of in-
tegrating the text analyses that they perform. Howevet,
such a merger would very likely reduce the modularity
ofthe three-tiered approach to text processing that we
have been following. We intend to more fully explore
KBIRD's capabilities before worrying about striking a
proper balance between integrated processing and mod-
ularity.

Conclusion
The value of our three-tiered approach is two-fold.
First, the domain in which we are currently working is
so well-defined that a deep linguistic analysis is rar"ely
needed. Using linguistic analysis sparingly and perhaps
not at all in some texts provides a dramatic improve-
ment in processing time. Second, in the MUC-3 eval-
uation task we have discovered that a small amount of
modeling efort, i.e., writing KBIRD rules, produces a
significant improvement in ou¡ abitity to extract perti-
nent information. Since KBIRD is a forward chaining
rule-driven methodology, the creation, modiffcation and
removal of rules is a very easy and intuitive process.

The three-tiered approach of combining traditional
information retrieval and linguistic analysis techniques
with the type of analysis that our knowledge-based in-
formation retrieval system, KBIRD, provides ofers sig-
nificant advantages to solving common text processing
problems. The modularity of this approach allows ul
to utilize advances made in keyword analysis and NLP
technology with relative ease.
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